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 Katherine suggests easy-to-implement, practical strategies, to help bring and maintain order in your life.
Great Gift for someone navigating the globe of autism Wow! This book is usually amazing! Don’t
become fooled by the title. I definitely recommend Autism with Heart.. Good book Extremely
knowledgeable Katherine Kanaaneh discusses how exactly to be a better mother or father without
neglecting you in the process.This book chronicles and deals with SO MANY of the feelings and
situations that I experienced with my son as he was first diagnosed. She will go way out, suggesting apps
and resources to make your life much easier. From organizational skills (it is possible to show she was a
CPA!) to taking back your email, calming, sleeping, reducing stress, this reserve is packed with action
items which will show you to greater focus and creativeness.Whether you have a young child on the
spectrum, or you have a friend or loved one who's an Autism parent - this book offers a welcome
perspective, and helpful advice in working with the realities of lifestyle with an Autistic kid.
Understanding is powerful love. After helping the reader to clarify the most important thing, the author
lays out a system that helps so that you can know when to deal with different aspects in lifestyle and
things to do to have significantly more time each day. Although, it is particular in her case of coping with
autism and will helped parents with autistic kids, her knowledge may also be put on any situation in
lifestyle. Loved it! An absolute TREASURE for Autism parents like me.autism mothers, or not.. .. As
Katherine lays out amazing systems on how to navigate the world of autism, if you are a mother or father,
then you can still glean out of this book!who will never again have to blindly trudge through their Autism
journey without the benefit of Katherine Kanaaneh's amazing, HEART-experienced wisdom. Oh, how I
wish this book had been available 12 years ago when my boy was initially diagnosed.The Autism
spectrum has so much variation based on the symptoms and manifestations of the disorder, that there
surely is absolute truth to the saying "if you have met one individual with Autism, you've met one
individual with Autism". And when that's true, how can any guide, publication or expert advice be
relevant to all Autism parents?! She lays out something to help apparent physical and mental clutter to be
able to clarify the most important thing. It's so easy to become engrossed in the daily combat to provide
for your special needs kid, nevertheless, you still possess a life to live, a partner, your other children, and
your job to consider. One thing Katherine deals with expertly in this publication is how to approach both
the mental and physical areas of dealing with the requires of your child and yourself in a logical, loving,
and thoughtful method, without sacrificing your physical body, your mental strength, or the wellbeing of
those you love. The balance between concentrate and tunnel vision, providing your all without wearing
yourself down -- she hits those on the top.The book brings a logical and loving method of dealing with
the myriad facts and details of the Autism lifestyle. As parents of a young child on the spectrum we
simply cannot see our circumstance in the big-picture after we are immersed in the process after the
diagnosis. We can all learn from her.This book cuts to the heart of the problem. Her HEART program
logically and lovingly provides Autism parents with a straightforward, organized approach to living an
effective, more sane, even more healthful lifestyle while coping with the realities of an Autistic kid. Heck
she even tells you how to use those apps! Excellent resource for parents struggling with Autistic children!
I loved this book! It had been very easy to read and I couldn't place it down. The composing style is very
light even when dealing with such a tough issue. You will know how to thrive, enrich your life and grow.
Her 5 steps are very easy to understand. Loved this.Katherine was so kind to greatly help me with
suggestions from her publication to help my brother whose daughter is along the way of getting fully
tested to see if she has autism. Most of the symptoms her Kathryn's son exhibits is very much like my
niece who is currently being tested for autism.The author wrote this book from underneath of her heart to
help various other parents who are fighting their autistic children. She's a center of gold. A must-have
instruction for all caregivers Autism with Center" is a must-have guideline for a mother or father of a kid
who offers been given a medical diagnosis on the autism spectrum. I'd imagine it's exhausting to explain



even people who love you and your child how existence differs and challenging..A must read! She
provides guidance and tools for organizing the mountains of paperwork and crazy family members
schedules. Her guidelines are self-explanatory and she takes you along on her quest to accomplish, and
keep, a positive outlook. We are blind to the simpleness of systems, schedules and organization. She
speaks right to the reader with the voice of a mom who's human, has made mistakes and has made little,
positive adjustments in her day to day routine that have created a big impact on smoothing out the tough
patches...~Deborah Hoffman, MA CCC-SLP~ This is not about autism or an autism support book. This is
not about autism or an autism support book. This is a self-help publication lauding a bunch of apps to buy
that every occasionally drops in a line about 'as a mama of an autistic child - you need to be tired- that is
why you need to buy this app! An excellent tool for specialists in the supporting field.' It has a chapter
about how to completely clean out your closet. Usually, get something else. But the truth is that people
Autism Dads and Mothers all go through the same agonizing encounters even with the exclusive
manifestations our children exhibit. What does that have to do with my children? The author pushes
readers to get an email spam filtration system app, a meditation app, a duties app, etc, and there is a
chapter for each. If you would like an organizational self-help publication for women who don't know
how to use their email and smart phone, get this. REALLY? Step one 1 – H: Heal by Learning Step 2 2 – E:
Energize Step 3 3 – A: Anticipate Step 4 4 – R: Routines Stage 5 – T: Thrive. This book does a great job at
giving us ASD mom's ways of handle it all. I came across great information here that'll be applicable
continue as I work with my own customers and their parents. This book had a whole lot of helpful
information. Much less many confirmed scientific or researched facts as I had hoped for, however the
author does a great job at speaking from an autism mother's perspective. Good, easy read My son was
simply recently diagnosed with ASD and ever since I've spent a lot of time reading. This is the first reserve
I bought about Autism and I think that it was a great first choice. Great book to provide prolonged family
insight into autism My mother has just finished this reserve and she found it very insightful and well-
written (she will not read for pleasure very much). This will go beyond! It will change your life! A great
browse. As a therapist who functions in the field I found this book to be useful as it lends a family group
perspective in a way that sheds great insights. Great go through! Another group that she thought would
reap the benefits of reading it is extended groups of autistic children. I came across the strategies in this
reserve are reasonable and super helpful. Great read! Katherine Kanaaneh gives sage assistance on how
to keep sane when you imagine the insanity won't end. A very important factor I liked also is that this
writer not merely deals with how to reduce tension BUT what to do if you are in the center of a
downward spiral. Five Stars Helpful on a many levels. It’s hard to read this publication without
experiencing it.
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